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[BF] greenfelt22, 9:00:03 AM
Hello @everyone! Welcome to Project Khitomer, a special event designed to bring together the Star Trek
Simming Community. Among us today are simming veterans and inexperienced faces. We hope today that
everyone, regardless of skill level, fleet affiliation, and lifestyle will enjoy a day of fellowship, education, and
more.
For those who don’t know what simming is… it is simply put: text-based roleplaying. Games, or sims, are
organized in an online venue where players can continue exploring strange new worlds as members of the
Star Trek universe. Those who have gathered here thus far are representatives from hundreds of sims and
dozens of clubs (commonly called Fleets) from the community at large.
No one really knows how old simming is. What we do know is that everyone comes from somewhere.
Simming’s past in the 90’s and 00’s is littered with splits and divisions. Someone had a disagreement with
somebody and decided to remove their sim and members from one club to start another. This created a lot
of “bad blood” and grudges in the community.
We’ll go into more detail on this in a bit, but three fleets with long standing rivalries began to bury our quite
oversized hatchet just a couple years ago. Bravo Fleet (founded in 1997), Obsidian Fleet (founded in
2001), and Pegasus Fleet (founded in 2009) started to put our differences aside in the spirit of cultivating
the community and sharing ideas. We wanted to share our experiences and continue bringing the
community together, and those ideas were the genesis for this conference. The name “Khitomer” is quite
fitting, mirroring the Federation/Klingon peace summit among the rough waters of the simming community.
With this in mind, I want to remind you all quickly of the ground rules for the event.
To ensure that this event is a safe environment, the organisers have created a set of rules to make it so.
See what we did there?
1⃣ Treat everyone with respect and keep any foul language to a minimum,
2⃣ We have a Zero Tolerance on any form of bullying and/or harassment, this includes, but isn't limited to;
personal comments, age, race, gender, sexual preference, or fleet affiliation.
3⃣ Recruitment in all channels outside the dedicated channels has been prohibited. This event is not about
recruitment and we don't want our guests to be feel pressured.
4⃣ We ask you to keep discussions in relevant rooms, we have provided overflow areas for over running
events.
5⃣ Above all, have fun!
A quick tour…
Introduce yourself, who you represent, and anything else you feel is important in #introductions. We do ask
that you keep this channel discussion-free so that everyone’s introductions can be read.
You can find our full event schedule in #schedule.
All sessions will be held in either #room-one, #room-two, and #scheduled-workshops. Participation at all
levels is encouraged.
We do have other workshop rooms where you can hash out other ideas, from characters to sims to
environments and more.
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If you have an issue, see one of our <@Moderators>.
Before I pass off the mic, I want to give a few introductions. I’m greenfelt from Bravo Fleet. Also
representing Bravo Fleet is its Command Council, @[BF] aio, @[BF] beeman, @[BF] Alexander.
Representing Obsidian Fleet is its Joint Fleet Council, @[OF] du Lac, @[OF] Sepandiyar, and @[OF] Mykul
Sharr.
Representing Pegasus Fleet is its Commanding Officer, @[PF] AlexM and its Executive Officer, @[PF]
S'iraa.
That’s enough from me for now. Before I pass the mic to anyone else, are there any questions?

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:04:16 AM
Are we allowed to set the admirals on fire?

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:04:20 AM
Yes

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:04:26 AM
Only in #general-chat

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:04:27 AM
I like that question

[BF] Alexander, 9:04:27 AM
Only lovingly

(BF) Skoll, 9:04:32 AM
Only CF would ask that

[OF] du Lac, 9:04:33 AM
I'm relieved, I'm not an admiral anymore

😃

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:04:37 AM
LOL

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:04:43 AM
Once an admiral

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:04:46 AM
I don't have any questions

[OF]Harrington, 9:04:55 AM
@[OF] du Lac once and Admiral, always an Admiral

🔥

[OF] Sepandiyar, 9:04:57 AM
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hides

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:05:03 AM
Does Commodore mean you're an Admiral too?

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:05:07 AM
Can I blow up the conference after my panel?

[OF]Harrington, 9:05:08 AM
o.O
Commodores NO not Admiral

(BF) Skoll, 9:05:16 AM
CF is BF's resident Pyromaniac

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:05:17 AM
I'm still an Admiral and also Federation President

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:05:24 AM
No explosions @[BF/PF] Kalo

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:05:32 AM
Oh, good! I'm safe from fire I guess.

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:05:41 AM
Are you?

Wolf626, 9:05:41 AM
Do we have to know a lot about Star Trek for the panels?

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:05:42 AM
Can I release Jang into chat?

(BF) Skoll, 9:05:50 AM
If you have a starship he likes blowing them up to

[TF] Qazzy, 9:05:51 AM
ha ha ha

[BF] Bobby, 9:06:01 AM
@Wolf626 There will be panels aimed at people who are new

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:06:06 AM
@Wolf626 nope
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Wolf626, 9:06:12 AM
Neat

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:06:24 AM
@Wolf626 no. Most will be open to everyone

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:06:24 AM
My star ship is already looks like it's been set on fire

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:06:41 AM
@[STF] CaptainRavenfall Viking looks like it's been eaten...several times

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:06:44 AM
And, even if you don't know a lot about a subject doesn't mean you can't participate by asking questions
and such
Questions are highly encouraged in fact

[PF] James Stewart, 9:07:05 AM
no one is safe from confused

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:07:07 AM
which one?

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:07:15 AM
CONFUSED.COM

Griff, 9:07:22 AM
looks around
frowns

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:07:30 AM
That it does @[BF/PF] Kalo it's all the ghost haunting it
Hey griff

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:07:40 AM
@Wolf626 a large chunk of the people here would be happy to answer any questions

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:07:44 AM
He means me

😂

[PF] AlexM, 9:07:59 AM
Absolutely feel free to ask questions during the panels. Except for one where the panel will be asking the
questions, discussion will be encouraged.
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[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:08:02 AM
Confused.com.... but I don't need new car insurance...

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:08:08 AM
And, he's wrong... Only PF and BF members are "unsafe" from the fire

😈

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:08:20 AM
I can answer questions about 118 if people have any in the unofficial from there and here representative.
So hit me up if you wanna ask anything

[PF] James Stewart, 9:08:41 AM
everybody else do one big thing

(BF) Skoll, 9:08:51 AM
We are trying to tame his fire starter thing by giving him warm cuddly creatures to cuddle doesn't seem to
be working however

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:08:52 AM
By unofficial I mean I wasn’t selected I just volunteered earlier in our Discord
But yeah. What’s the first panel!

[BF] aio, 9:09:01 AM
@everyone Does anyone have any questions about the event? Before I do part of the Bravo Fleet
Introduction?

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:09:17 AM
Not from me

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:09:23 AM
Nu aio

Louis Harvatt|Star-Fleet, 9:09:24 AM
Nor me

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:09:27 AM
Nope.

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:09:31 AM
Nope

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:09:36 AM(edited)
Can we drown the Captains after we set fire to the Admirals

PD, 9:09:42 AM
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Where will the transcripts be available from after today?

[BF] aio, 9:09:47 AM
No drowning Admirals lol

(BF) Skoll, 9:09:50 AM
This will devolve if someone doesn't take control of it soon. It has me and CF in here.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:09:56 AM
No I’m drowning captains

Wolf626, 9:09:56 AM
Puts on fireproof suit

(BF) Skoll, 9:09:59 AM
*Pulls up a seat and some popcorn.

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:10:05 AM
@(BF) Skoll am I chopped liver?

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:10:05 AM
The admirals are being set on fire

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:10:13 AM
@[SB118] Groznin Smith no you can't

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:10:17 AM
Oh

[BF] aio, 9:10:19 AM
@PD They will be available within a few days after the event. It takes time to get them all together and
such.

(BF) Skoll, 9:10:22 AM
Sacrificial lambs to the gods of star trek

[OF] Sepandiyar, 9:10:24 AM(edited)
So I think that's you free to roll on @[BF] aio

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:10:26 AM
sits back in chair

Ezri Steel, 9:10:26 AM
Subcommanders are safe.
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[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:10:33 AM
This captain wont let you

[OF]Harrington, 9:10:36 AM
o.O

[BF/PF] aparry, 9:10:45 AM
Guys let's keep the fire and drowning to general chat and not derail the panel rooms

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:10:52 AM
Yes, please.

[BF] BlackWolf, 9:10:59 AM
No question but admiration to our host of this wonderful event ❤ thank you for hosting it and bringing the
community of our beloved star trek much closer

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:11:12 AM
Indeed

[BF] aio, 9:11:15 AM
Well on behalf of Bravo Fleet
I would like to say a few words.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:11:30 AM
On behalf of all of Starbase 118 thanks for putting this on
quietens down. Drinks drink

(BF) Skoll, 9:11:54 AM
Some people are going to have to pay attention the amount of people attending this event. Good morning
to all the Non Brits good even to those whom it may apply and good afternoon to all the cool Brits in here.

[BF] Leah, 9:12:00 AM
quiet!!!! listens to aio

😛

lmao didn't think that would really work lol

[OF] du Lac, 9:12:26 AM
it's not

[BF] Leah, 9:12:29 AM
shrugs goes back to listening to aio

[OF] du Lac, 9:12:34 AM
you made aio go quiet
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[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:12:37 AM
No drowning us Captains

[BF] Leah, 9:12:38 AM
LOL

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:12:39 AM
SHHHHH LEAH

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:12:42 AM
Now then...

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:14:42 AM
_passes around the Jammie Dodgers while aio types_

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:15:02 AM
YEA!

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:15:02 AM
hehe

Ezri Steel, 9:15:09 AM
passes around illegal blue ale

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:15:10 AM
I am in charge of the bar all night
so i'm happy to help with that

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:15:15 AM
181 members and counting. Best event of it's type!

Billy, 9:15:24 AM
Someone ate the last Garlic Bagel

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:15:26 AM
whispers I bought some Burgers hands then out

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:15:38 AM
_will take one._

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:15:41 AM
@[OF] Mykul Sharr I'll take a Sake please, I do play Japanese Characters.

Wolf626, 9:15:49 AM
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Ditto on the burger

Marty, 9:15:51 AM
I have burgers for real

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:16:00 AM
ID?

(BF) Skoll, 9:16:09 AM
I'll take a triple Kraken and coke... don't get stingy with the rum

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:16:16 AM
You want a character age, or real age...

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:16:22 AM
I’m 18 but currently don’t have any ID so I guess no alcohol for me

[TF] Qazzy, 9:16:30 AM
No sake for Kaede, I need him sober for now

Marty, 9:16:51 AM
we all need him sober

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:16:52 AM
It's free fizz on arrival, so come back when all that's gone

😉

[BF] aio, 9:16:54 AM
Project Khitomer is a project that came through what were once quiet back channels between fleet
leaderships. I was not there during it's inception, but I am so glad it eventually happened.
We started as rivals, and we have become friends. No longer do we communicate in the shadows, but
openly so. And thus Project Khitomer was born.
We have all attended other simming conventions before, but this one is truly unique.
Never before have three fleets combined to form such an event as this.
And I am so excited to be a part of it, and I truly hope you all enjoy what has been months, if not years in
the making.
Here is to Project Khitomer, the first of what will, I am sure, be many.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:17:23 AM
Aye, here it is to a new age

Ezri Steel, 9:17:26 AM
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Here here!

Wolf626, 9:17:33 AM
HUZZAH!!

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:17:33 AM
_agreed._

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:17:39 AM
YIP YIP

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:17:42 AM
Collaboration and joint ventures. The bar bill goes to BF though

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:17:54 AM
@[PF] AlexM? A few words?

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:17:57 AM
Nope... Pegasus Fleet they're the youngest

😄

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:18:06 AM
Too young to drink.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:18:10 AM
raises empty glass

[BF] Leah, 9:18:15 AM
woo

[OF]Harrington, 9:18:20 AM
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here here!

[OF] Sepandiyar, 9:18:24 AM
its 7 am...

Wolf626, 9:18:25 AM
I abstain from drinking alcohol IRL.

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:18:25 AM
And can I add please. This is going to be really fun, its not JUST 3 fleets. But you've managed to also bring
other fleets into this! Some of them smaller and now is a chance for us all to get on as one big community!
As a Task Force CO in Theta Fleet, I can fully support the co-operation of us all this evening! Thankyou!

😄

(BF) Skoll, 9:18:27 AM
First step towards a renewed alliance between the fleets. God knows most of us can remember when you
simply didn't talk about other fleets.

[PF] AlexM, 9:18:34 AM
Thank you for the introduction, Greenfelt, and hello everyone! I’m so glad you all could make it and I’m very
excited for today’s activities. For those that don’t already know me, I’m Alex, one of the hosts for the event
and the Pegasus Fleet Commanding Officer. I’ve been simming for a little over ten years, and while nine of
those ten years have been spent in Pegasus Fleet, I’ve still picked up a few stories from time to time about
the sometimes dramatic history of Star Trek simming. I’m very happy to say that we’ve been able to put our
differences behind us and help usher in a new era of cooperation.
It’s really hard to say what first gave us the idea to do this event. I remember chatting with the leadership of
Bravo and Obsidian Fleets, and someone threw out the idea of doing a joint conference. For the past few
months, we’ve been laying the groundwork for the reason we are all here today. Project Khitomer was
created with the idea of bringing the greater simming community together to not just put aside our
differences, but to embrace them and as well as our similarities. We hope that everyone has a wonderful
time today, and I’m looking forward to some great conversation and making some new friends.
We have a lot of great panels and workshops lined up today, as well as some live action roleplaying going
on throughout the day. So relax, hang out, and let’s have some fun!

[PF] James Stewart, 9:18:37 AM
no the bar bill goes to OF

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:18:44 AM
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Marty, 9:18:49 AM
we can play together

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:18:50 AM
We do love us some Theta

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:18:51 AM
I've brought my own

(BF) Skoll, 9:19:10 AM
Unless its theta radiation that stuff mutilates.

Ezri Steel, 9:19:16 AM
Just send the bar bill to Sela.

(BF) Skoll, 9:19:28 AM
Send it to Kermit.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:19:30 AM
I got the bar bill today lads

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:19:38 AM
You're going to regret that...
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[PF] James Stewart, 9:19:39 AM
and here is Mr Paragraph LOL joking alex

[PF] AlexM, 9:19:42 AM
Apparently we're too young to drink, so PF can't pay the bar tab.

🤷

Marty, 9:19:42 AM
aren't we all a bit crazy

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:19:43 AM

Chistery, 9:19:47 AM(edited)
I can't speak for every Theta Fleet member present, but I am very excited to be here. I missed the most
recent Fall Fest and only caught the tail end of the one before that. I know that Charlie, the Theta Fleet CO
is also excited to be attending and to be leading a workshop.

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:19:48 AM
Trenton is covering the bar tab.

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:20:13 AM
And, Onnar

[PF] AlexM, 9:20:50 AM
@[PF] James Stewart Would you want it any other way?

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:20:52 AM
As I said in from 118, lots of our members are at work or Asleep currently so I’m here waves as I said any
questions don’t hesitate to ask me

[BF] Leah, 9:21:03 AM

😛

I am for one excited about the venture, no more rivalries were all here for the common good and fun and
we all love Star Trek woo

Marty, 9:21:04 AM
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Typing War begin

(BF) Skoll, 9:21:10 AM
Mainly because you will likely never find the Trenton.

Wolf626, 9:21:27 AM
As a member of a non-Star Trek RP community, I can say this much: this looks like it's going to be
awesome. Even bigger than Fallfest!

(BF) Skoll, 9:21:29 AM
Welcome to the world of social media....

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:21:43 AM
We are waiting on the OF rep to get to a position for a few words. Do any members of <@&Fleet/Org
Leadership> want to say a few words?

[TFC] Not Shane, Kid, 9:21:45 AM
You know, I actually started to apply for Starbase 118, but didn’t really finish it.

[BF] Leah, 9:21:54 AM
and non-star trek as well

😛

Ezri Steel, 9:22:06 AM
The one time I did forum RP, I just couldn’t keep up.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:22:16 AM
'lo folks!!!!!

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:22:21 AM
Thank you all for putting your differences aside and coming together to host a great event

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:22:24 AM
I don’t think Wolf (from 118 is here) so I really am a representative of the fleet arent I

😂

(BF) Skoll, 9:22:41 AM
Yay for the non fleeter, way to go breaking the tradition.

Marty, 9:22:58 AM
And thank you all for coming as it's nothing without the combined simming membership

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:23:05 AM
I've been apart of OF and currently STF.

[NDF] Cael Maz, 9:23:12 AM
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We here at New Destiny Fleet are proud to be apart of this event in any way shape and form we can be.
We are a small group, but we seem to be growing biggger because of this event and we thank you all for
this! So from Fleet Founder to the other fleets, Cheers!

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:23:57 AM
So, this has been something we have wanted to do for a long time now. From the beginnings when
Khitomer started, we'd chat and share knowledge and best practices. From this open communication we
built new relationships and we wanted to share this with the community. To show that there's no need for
the old ways of rivalry and 'bad blood' as it were.

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:24:00 AM
We're all here because we love writing and playing together. We all have a common interest and we are all
getting along in our unique ways. Currently we're all scattered over the entire planet and this makes this
event very special. I look forward to meeting as many of you as I can while I am here and I hope that this
brings everyone together.

😃

(BF) Skoll, 9:24:04 AM
Going to make the sophomore year of this event more interesting.

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:24:08 AM
I thought that said the fleet down under @[NDF] Cael Maz

[O42N] MajTom, 9:24:12 AM
On behalf of everyone at Outpost 42 News, which is just Lt. Dan and me, thank you very much for the
warm gracious and honorable welcome to Camp Khitomer today. It's sure to be a blast!

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:24:20 AM
(That was representing Theta Fleets Views, since our Admiral isn't here yet)

😃

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:24:25 AM

😂

Can’t speak officially for 118 but I’m sure they’d say that they’re pleased to be here. And look forward to
collectively working together to work on simming or something

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:24:30 AM
stalks @[NDF] Cael Maz

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:25:06 AM
From our talks, our rantings and ramblings we realised we all have a lot in common. So, we decided it was
time to do a joint event to start that new chapter in our community. Why not host a mass event huh? Why
not share ideas, resources and the like? So I really hope that you have a great time, I know Obsidian Fleet
is excited and very proud to be a founding member of the Khitomer project.

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:25:08 AM
@[BF/PF] Kalo I'm being mean to confusedfire

Chythar Skyfire, 9:25:25 AM
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I am of 118 as well.

👋 hello.

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:25:31 AM
And you'll maul me if I try to stop you @[STF] CaptainRavenfall

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:25:37 AM
I'm here all night, and I'm happy to answer any questions and provide support wherever I can - and i'm sure
any of the <@&Hosts> and <@&Fleet/Org Leadership> will do the same.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:25:49 AM
Someone who outranks me. Zeph take over the official business quick.

😂

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:25:57 AM
The 16th Fleet is very happy to be part if this occasion. We have seen fundamental shifts in gaming and we
need more collaboration, not competition between our games. It is the only way to survive.

Chistery, 9:25:57 AM
Hey, is the Khitomer site down? I went there to look at the schedule and it wouldn't load. Unless I have the
wrong site.

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:26:07 AM
It is.

[PF] AlexM, 9:26:09 AM
Unfortunately, it is

Chistery, 9:26:17 AM
Found the sched here

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:26:18 AM
We're working on it. The schedule can be found in #schedule

[STF] CaptainRavenfall, 9:26:22 AM
@[BF/PF] Kalo no I'll just put you next to him on the hood

(BF) Skoll, 9:26:23 AM
Points Chistery to the discord channel on here called Schedule

Chistery, 9:26:32 AM
lol yeah, I found it.

[PF] AlexM, 9:26:43 AM
It hit us last night, so we did the best we could without it. Sorry about that.

Chistery, 9:26:47 AM
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I'm a flying monkey. I get confused easily

[BF] Alexander, 9:26:51 AM
As with any events, to truly make it great something had to break. This time it was the website

😛

[OF] Sepandiyar, 9:27:04 AM
At least it wasn't Discord

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:27:09 AM
Definitely.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:27:10 AM
Yet

Marty, 9:27:11 AM
don't say that

[BF] Alexander, 9:27:11 AM
Right?

(BF) Skoll, 9:27:12 AM
I've got this going crazy while Riverdale is going nuts with the sage on the tv next to me... I am set for a
long session on here

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:27:14 AM
Anyone from the USS Apollo on OF

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:27:15 AM
On a friendly note to @everyone I would like to say that rank is an illusion, especially here in Khitomer.

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:27:18 AM
The website is down, but the weather is great

😛

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:27:23 AM
Also, we just filled our last open slot. We now have a full schedule.
YES! There are no ranks here. We are all players today.

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:27:30 AM
stuffs @[STF] CaptainRavenfall in a sack and gives it to the @Capt_G_Shepherd STF as a chew toy

[BF] Leah, 9:27:33 AM
Yay!

Capt_G_Shepherd STF, 9:27:46 AM
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doesn't accept.

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:27:51 AM
Agreed @[OF] Mykul Sharr

Billy, 9:28:04 AM
Grabs a blueberry and watches the posts

[BF] Alexander, 9:28:05 AM
Yeah rank doesn't exist here, you may refer to me as your majesty.

(BF) Skoll, 9:28:08 AM
Does that mean we can all be fleet admirals for the day... a dream come true.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:28:20 AM
I'm known as the "Grand High Bitch" so it's all good

😛

[OF]Harrington, 9:28:22 AM
what..no rank... pulls @[OF] du Lac into a PM we need to talk Mister!

[BF] JonM, 9:28:28 AM
That’s not a dream @(BF) Skoll

USF_VAdm_Sulyk, 9:28:31 AM
May I? On behalf of the Executive Board of the USF, I invite participants over to USFArzie's Live Sim at
#uss-halifax.

[BF] Leah, 9:28:33 AM
you wish @[BF] Alexander

[BF] JonM, 9:28:36 AM
It’s a nightmare

😛

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:28:45 AM
nah, I'd recommend that ranks are left at the door, it will keep the event fair and open.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:28:53 AM
In that case

[BF] Alexander, 9:28:57 AM
_kind of wants to see a sim of all Fleet Admirals now_

(BF) Skoll, 9:29:10 AM
Hasn't Confusedfire set fire to the last two fleet admirals?
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[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:29:10 AM
What rank

🤷♂

Marty, 9:29:12 AM
I reckon every fleet should create a Project Khitomer Award to give to players attending?

[OF] du Lac, 9:29:13 AM
OF's JFC did a JP once
that was fun

[BF] JonM, 9:29:23 AM
@[BF] Alexander would be awful boring everyone just having tea and crumpets

Chistery, 9:29:26 AM
Rather be a Chief. They get the Goat's Locker to themselves (with the other Chiefs) and even the CO has
to ask permission to enter...of course CO probably wouldn't be refused entry, but they are supposed to ask.

[OF] Sepandiyar, 9:29:34 AM
It only took 3 years to finish @[OF] du Lac

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:29:40 AM
I want to see all the Fleet Admirals playing Musical Chairs, or Duck Duck Goose....

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:29:44 AM
We have now added Leave your ranks at the door. We are all players here. to the rules.

[OF] du Lac, 9:29:49 AM
I'm speeding along in my Ascension class to Obsidian Command with Sharr's booze in a cargo bay

[BF] Alexander, 9:29:51 AM
No you don't get it @[BF] JonM , actually doing stuff regular crew would do. But everyone is a Fleet
Admiral

[BF] JonM, 9:30:12 AM
@[BF] Alexander but they can’t fly while drinking

[BF] Leah, 9:30:16 AM(edited)
pounces on @[BF] JonM ya made it yay

[OF] Sepandiyar, 9:30:19 AM
Yay @[BF] greenfelt22. That's a good rule.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:30:20 AM
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Yes, can everyone ensure they've read the rules and understand them. To keep a friendly environment,
we will always adhere to them.

[NDF] Cael Maz, 9:30:20 AM
So much would be talked about and get done @[BF] Alexander it would be a riot to see them get back to
their roots

[BF] Alexander, 9:30:37 AM
Right?

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:30:40 AM
I do want to give @[BF] JonM a quick shout out. He was instrumental in 2017 getting talks going between
the fleets, unknowingly setting the dominoes in motion for today.

(BF) Skoll, 9:30:48 AM
The best kind of starship flying is when you are drunk... Klingon fleet got drunk one night they destroyed
the Trible homeworld.

[PF] AlexM, 9:30:51 AM(edited)
But nothing would ever get done on that ship. Admirals are divas. Didn't you know that?

[BF] Alexander, 9:31:00 AM
@[BF] JonM is a literal legend

[NDF] Cael Maz, 9:31:06 AM
Salute @[BF] JonM !

[BF] Alexander, 9:31:15 AM
You may refer to him as a god among mortals

[BF] Leah, 9:31:19 AM
lol

Chistery, 9:31:29 AM(edited)
takes off Lieutenant Commander pips x 2, Chief Warrant Officer insignia x 1, Senior Chief Petty Officer
insignia x 3, Brigadier General star x 1, Major's Oak Leaf x 1, and some sergeant's chevrons

Marty, 9:31:44 AM
vice diva? @[PF] AlexM

[BF] Leah, 9:31:50 AM
leaves her BGeneral rank at door

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:31:52 AM
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_changes out of his command uniform into civilian clothes and parties it up_

(BF) Skoll, 9:32:05 AM
I don't know whether to congratulate you or commiserate you for th @[BF] JonM for being insane enough
to try and start the motions of putting this altogether.

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:32:12 AM
We're so glad you're all happy to be here.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:32:15 AM
You may change. But No one change into their birthday suit

[BF] BlackWolf, 9:32:21 AM
_gets in his onesie_

(BF) Skoll, 9:32:34 AM
Revealing way to much about yourself BW

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:32:34 AM
We do want to stress to all that when our sessions start, we need everyone to stay on topic.
#general-chat is for all of the craziness.

[OF]Harrington, 9:32:44 AM
=/\= Nogura, beam me back now these people are crazy =/\=

Billy, 9:32:52 AM
Changes into an 2280's Admiral Uniform

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:33:00 AM
#room-one #room-two and #scheduled-workshops all need to focus on the event.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:33:02 AM
Billy....

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:33:19 AM
There will be no unexpected transports. The Syd has blocked all of that nonsense
bwhahahaha

😉 NO ESCAPE!

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:33:24 AM
What if we rebel!

[SB118] Jo Marshall, 9:33:34 AM
Don't.#

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:33:36 AM
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MUTINY

Billy, 9:33:37 AM
Sorry...pulls off the Admrial's uniform

[SB118] CSO Lt. German Galven, 9:33:41 AM
What did I walk into...

[OF]Harrington, 9:33:47 AM
@[OF] Mykul Sharr you don't outrank me, at the moment, so

😛

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:33:52 AM
I'll have the Tokyo's Fighters ready to intercept any illegal shuttles

😛

Logan Hunter, 9:33:54 AM
No Rebellion. Resistance is Futile.

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:33:56 AM
BILLY PUT SOME CLOTHES ON

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:34:02 AM
Harrington, I technically do points to the Syd

Wolf626, 9:34:08 AM
RESISTANCE IS NEVER FUTILE

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:34:14 AM
_ties @Logan Hunter up and puts him in the broom closet until he behaves himself_

[OF]Harrington, 9:34:20 AM
bring it, little man !

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:34:27 AM
Seriously all... let's stay on topic.

[BF] Leah, 9:34:30 AM
Hey watch it he's mine

😛

Logan Hunter, 9:34:31 AM
Come to the Dark Side...we have TEQUILA

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:34:33 AM
goes back in time and injects his parents with contraceptives

Marty, 9:34:36 AM
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Cookies

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:34:36 AM
anywho, yes

[BF] Leah, 9:34:38 AM
yep

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:34:41 AM
Keynote!

[BF/PF] ConfusedFire, 9:34:42 AM
Okay back to what was going on

Billy, 9:34:43 AM
But....I like to feel free and I love my body lol

[NDF] Cael Maz, 9:35:09 AM
::comes to attention and blows the attention whistle:: Attention Please!

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:35:13 AM
Key note?

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:35:17 AM
xD

[BF/PF] Kalo, 9:35:45 AM
snaps to attention cause she went to basic and knows that whistle

[BF] greenfelt22, 9:35:51 AM
We are all definitely glad you're here. Please engage in the discussions and partake in everything we have
to offer. Our opening went a little faster than we expected. Our next event starts in 25 minutes. All of our
rooms are open, and since you all are so happy, I'll open the bar...
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[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:36:11 AM
Yes!

Griff, 9:36:12 AM
grabs his beer

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:36:18 AM
@[TF] Qazzy THEY HAVE A BAR!!! Please???

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:36:24 AM
grabs a Denobulan Loatac Cider

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:36:26 AM
So folks

(BF) Skoll, 9:36:35 AM
Uh CF did that a while go... we stole the Romulan ale so you know sorry to say that this may devolve

Logan Hunter, 9:36:42 AM
hmmm...beer...sounds good after the night I had

[TF] Qazzy, 9:36:43 AM
Not right now @[TF] Kaede Kayano I need you sober until later

Louis Harvatt|Star-Fleet, 9:36:46 AM
Hey all

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:37:02 AM
We have around 20 mins before we prepare for our first session. We are opening #room-one to a light
hearted Q&A for Khitomer etc. General banter to go to #general-chat or #open-bar

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:37:07 AM

😦

Awww
But you know some of my best writing was done when I was in that state... Not that I remember
writing it.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:37:16 AM
Anyone got any questions about anything in general?

Logan Hunter, 9:37:29 AM
Know where I am heading for the next 20

[TF] Qazzy, 9:37:30 AM
You do some of your more insane writing in that state

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:37:39 AM
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Yep

😄

[PF] AlexM, 9:37:46 AM
More specifically, questions about Khitomer.

[OF]Harrington, 9:37:51 AM
so I see intros from BF, OF, and PF.. what other Fleet Leadership is represented here?

[USF] USFArzie, 9:38:25 AM
::points at @USF_VAdm_Sulyk.:: The USF's is here.

[OF] du Lac, 9:38:45 AM
USF, TF, Theurgy, SB118, USF, and others

[TF] Qazzy, 9:38:52 AM
@[TF] Kaede Kayano and I currently represent Theta Fleet, until our admiral gets here and throws us in
the brig

[SB118] CSO Lt. German Galven, 9:39:00 AM
StarBase118 is unofficially representing themselves

[PF] Puppy, 9:39:03 AM
5th fleet is here

[OF] du Lac, 9:39:10 AM
5th Fleet

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:39:10 AM
She's so going to throw me in the brig ain't she...

[SB118] Groznin Smith, 9:39:13 AM
Yeah we are German!

[PF] Puppy, 9:39:15 AM
_points at @133211970689171456 _

Beautiful Night, 9:39:24 AM
@[TF] Qazzy, @[TF] Kaede Kayano She'd never do that, she's too lovely

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:39:36 AM
Have you ever heard her angry?

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:39:39 AM
I am the representative of The 16th Fleet
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[OF] du Lac, 9:39:43 AM
Basically [OF]Harrington if you can find a letter in the alphabet or a number between 1-100 there's probably
a fleet here for it

[TF] Qazzy, 9:39:43 AM
Ok. She'll have someone else throw us in the brig

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:39:47 AM
I was genuinely scared for my life....

[TF] Qazzy, 9:40:12 AM
@[TF] Kaede Kayano , you need to be

[OF]Harrington, 9:40:13 AM
@[OF] du Lac true

USF_VAdm_Sulyk, 9:42:19 AM
Completely missed Arzie pointing me out! Yeah, I'm one of 3 Admirals of the USF (United Space
Federation).

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:42:32 AM
Excellent
So, any questions?
doodles on the <@Moderators>

[OF]Harrington, 9:45:24 AM
hay!

[BF] Kai1701E, 9:45:30 AM
There are so many awesome panels. How do I choose which ones to attend?

[BF] Leah, 9:45:32 AM
o.O

[NDF] Cael Maz, 9:45:36 AM
bows What is everyone most excited for today?

[BF] Alexander, 9:45:37 AM
Easy

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:45:37 AM
all of them?

[BF] Alexander, 9:45:39 AM
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you attend them all

Louis Harvatt|Star-Fleet, 9:45:49 AM
@[BF] Kai1701E I recommend the World building one at 8

[OF] Kate, 9:45:54 AM
Pick the ones you like best to do live, and wait for the transcripts for hte other ones.

[BF] Alexander, 9:45:56 AM
@[NDF] Cael Maz The entire event honestly

Wolf626, 9:45:59 AM
3 Tabs READY TO GO!!

USF_VAdm_Sulyk, 9:46:13 AM
I'll be simming another character with Arzie on the Halifax, so I'm going DND.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:46:15 AM
I'll be drunk later, so i'll be floating about

[BF] Alexander, 9:46:24 AM
Oh myy

[BF] aio, 9:46:29 AM
I'm already drinking lol

[PF] AlexM, 9:46:34 AM
I'm pretty sure I'm going to be bouncing around, when I'm not already hosting, at least.

[BF] aio, 9:46:34 AM
Lovely crisp cider haha

[OF] Kate, 9:46:38 AM
I'm making dinner.

[BF] Alexander, 9:46:42 AM
Bunch of alcoholics

[NDF] Cael Maz, 9:46:59 AM
I wish I could attend every event, however work does call to me later tonight so sleep is necessary. hehe

[OF] Kate, 9:47:12 AM
Nah, just fans of alcohol.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:47:22 AM
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I would have had a drink, but @[OF] du Lac said I had to be chatty and spell most things in English - at
least to begin with.

[OF] Becca, 9:47:44 AM
Yeah someone has to.

[PF] AlexM, 9:47:44 AM
Spelling is overweighted.

[BF] aio, 9:47:48 AM
hands @[OF] Mykul Sharr a melon ball

[OF] Becca, 9:47:55 AM
Hahah

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:47:57 AM
is this a pint worth?

[OF] Becca, 9:48:08 AM
Drink of the week.

[BF] aio, 9:48:12 AM
Better, half pint glass, free bar, help yourself haha

[OF] Kate, 9:48:25 AM
I esspecially bought a new bottle of wine earlier.

[OF] Mykul Sharr, 9:48:43 AM
half a pint is better than a pint in your world @[BF] aio
remind me never go go there

🙄

[OF] Becca, 9:49:11 AM
@[OF] Kate my hero

[OF] Kate, 9:49:20 AM

😃

[OF]Harrington, 9:49:47 AM
@[OF] Becca hey you!

[PF] AlexM, 9:49:53 AM
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Anyway, I think we are getting a bit off topic again. If there are no more questions about Khitomer, I think
we'll be getting this room set up for the first panel. Again, I'm glad to see everyone here today, and I'm
looking forward to a great event!

[BF] Leah, 9:50:45 AM
Indeed so further discussions should be directed to #general-chat

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:52:31 AM
I look forward to the festivities

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:54:05 AM
Ok @everyone Starship Design starts in Room 1 (Here) in 6 Minutes

😃

Zangetsu, 9:54:40 AM
<:queerly:469648090182320139> You kidding me right?

Billy, 9:54:44 AM
which one do i want to attend?

[OF][TFCO] Deletham, 9:54:45 AM(edited)
Ive got a great pitch ready

Marty, 9:55:16 AM
Who doesn't like a bit of Starship Design!

Zangetsu, 9:55:44 AM
Define Starship design...

[16th] Admiral Teagarden, 9:55:52 AM
We have too many good choices

[BF] Leah, 9:56:41 AM
Remember to keep on topic once it starts and have fun everyone

[SA] Wes of Star Army, 9:56:46 AM
I remember on Star Army we had a member design a starship complete with fully detailed deck plans using
every bit of space on the ship. When they submitted the ship for review I pointed out that the ship was
missing any form of toilet.

Wolf626, 9:56:59 AM
WES-SAMA!!!
You're here!!

Weeping_Angel, 9:57:47 AM
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sounds like you have a fan or fans wes.

Marty, 9:57:47 AM
Toilet lol, well was there any on any Starfleet ship?

[OF] du Lac, 9:57:57 AM
I had someone submit half a dozen different specs for the akira and go "NONE OF THEM ADD UP"
that got ignored ...

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:58:18 AM
Its a good job I'm covering specs in this then...

[BF] Leah, 9:58:32 AM
T-2 mins

😄😛

Zangetsu, 9:58:40 AM
So were not talking about doodles on a napkin here?

Marty, 9:58:47 AM
hugs @[TF] Kaede Kayano

[SA] Wes of Star Army, 9:58:50 AM
Marty, when Kirk is held in the cell in Star Trek V, there's a toilet in the cell IIRC.

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:59:05 AM
Yes there is, and it says on the side "Do not use in spacedock"

😛

Marty, 9:59:12 AM
LOL

[SA] Wes of Star Army, 9:59:22 AM

[TF] Kaede Kayano, 9:59:26 AM
_tests the mic_
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Marty, 9:59:44 AM
yeah like anyone could tell that was a toilet

Zangetsu, 10:00:09 AM
Also they were mentioned in episodes a couple of times

[BF] Leah, 10:00:18 AM

😄

Alright everyone the first panel is starting please give @[TF] Kaede Kayano your full attention for her
opening
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